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What is an Endotype?

• A subclass of a disease based on a defining 
biological mechanism(s).

• Endotype → Therapy → Predictive Enrichment.

• We already do this to some extent:
• Cardiogenic vs. distributive vs. hypovolemic shock

• Gram negative vs. gram positive sepsis

• We are starting to do even better…….



Clinical Data

Endotyping

Biological Data



Endotyping

Whole genome expression profiling
Whole blood-derived RNA

Transcriptomics



• Lancet Respir Med 2016; 4:259.

• UK Genomic Advances in Sepsis (GAinS).

• Transcriptomic analyses to identify sepsis 
endotypes (CAP).

• Sepsis Response Signatures (SRS) 1 and 2.

• SRS1:  characterized by immune suppression.

• Higher mortality in SRS1.



• Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2017; 196:328.

• Sepsis secondary to fecal peritonitis.

• Validated SRS1 and SRS2.



• Lancet Respir Med. 2017 Aug 29 [Epub ahead of 
press].

• Molecular Diagnosis and Risk Stratification of Sepsis 
(MARS).

• Four endotypes:  MARS 1 through 4.

• Validated in the GAinS cohort.

• MARS1 characterized by suppression of innate and 
adaptive immunity related genes.

• Higher mortality in the MARS 1 group.



• Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 191:309, 2015.

• Transcriptomic analyses to identify septic 
shock endotypes.

Endotype A Endotype B



Endotype A Endotype B

• Gene expression mosaics representing 100 
genes.

• Reference mosaics.

• Endotype assignment using computer 
assisted-image analysis.



Endotype A Endotype B

• The 100 endotype-defining genes reflect:
• Adaptive immunity
• Glucocorticoid receptor signaling

• Repressed in endotype A.



Endotype A Endotype B

That just reflects lymphopenia!

Endotype A subjects have higher absolute 
lymphocyte counts compared to endotype B.



Endotype A Endotype B

• Endotype A subjects have greater 
mortality and organ failure burden.

• Logistic regression, accounting for 
illness severity, age, and co-morbidity:
• Allocation to endotype A independently 

associated with increased mortality.

• Corticosteroid prescription independently 
associated with increased mortality among 
endotype A subjects.



Temporal Considerations

•All data so far represent the first 24 
hours of a septic shock diagnosis.

• Sepsis is a highly dynamic process.

•Do patients “transition” endotypes 
during the acute phase of illness, and do 
those transitions associate with 
outcome and treatment response?



Temporal Considerations

Day 1 Day 3 Day 1 Day 3

Day 1 Day 3 Day 1 Day 3



Summary of Temporal Endotyping

• About one-third of children with sepsis transition 
endotype over the first three days of illness.

• The day 1 endotype assignment is most strongly 
associated with outcome.

• But, the day 3 assignment modifies the association 
with outcome.

• “Persistence” of endotype A is most strongly 
associated with poor outcome.

• Corticosteroid prescription associated with a 15 
fold mortality increase among patients who persist 
as endotype A.



Common Theme Across Three Studies

“GAinS”, “MARS”, and “Wong”

Transcriptomics and unsupervised clustering

Gene expression based subgroups of sepsis

One group with a higher mortality rate (validated)

Suppression of adaptive immunity genes



So are we all saying the same thing?



So are we all saying the same thing?
yes and no

• There is a subgroup of patients with sepsis 
characterized by repression of genes corresponding 
to adaptive immunity.

• And these patients are at higher risk of poor 
outcome.
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pathway enrichment
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So are we all saying the same thing?
yes and no

Knight van der Poll Wong

GAinS Cohort Validation

MARS Cohort

Wong Cohort Some overlap of 
pathway enrichment
between endotype A 
and SRS1, but minimal 
gene overlap

Classified in Mars-1, -2, 
and -4, but not -3. No 
differences in mortality.

Classified as Mars-1, 
-2, and -4, but not -3. 
No differences in 
mortality.



So are the all saying the same thing?
yes and no

Knight van der Poll Wong

GAinS Cohort Validation Pediatric sepsis 
endotypes among 
adults with sepsis?

MARS Cohort

Wong Cohort Some overlap of 
pathway enrichment
between endotype A 
and SRS1, but minimal 
gene overlap

Classified in Mars-1, -2, 
and -4, but not -3. No 
differences in mortality.

Pediatric sepsis 
endotypes among 
adults with sepsis?



Pediatric sepsis endotypes among 
adults with sepsis

• Downloaded the GAinS study expression data.

• Classified the cohort into endotype A or B.

• 163 subjects (30%) allocated to endotype A and 
386 to endotype B.

• No difference in mortality:  23 vs. 25%.

• Weak correlation between endotype assignment 
and SRS membership.



Pediatric sepsis endotypes among 
adults with sepsis

• The median age of the GAinS cohort = 68 
years, range = 18 to 92.

• Is there an interaction between age and 
endotype assignment?
• Younger age X endotype A = higher risk of mortality.

• Is there an interaction between endotype 
assignment and SRS membership.
• Mortality in the “A1” group = 47%, p = 0.001 vs. other 

co-assignment groups.



Pediatric sepsis endotypes among 
adults with sepsis



Pediatric sepsis endotypes among 
adults with sepsis

Crit Care Med. 2017 (in press).



So what does all this mean?

Public sharing of transcriptomic data is a powerful thing!



So what does all this mean?

• Three independent research groups:
• Subset of patients with sepsis characterized by 

repression of adaptive immunity-related genes.

• Higher mortality.

• The endotyping strategy for adults might not 
be applicable to children, and vice versa.
• But “A1” patients might be particularly vulnerable.

• But increase mortality risk is NOT the 
important point here.

• The important point is the potential for 
predictive enrichment.



Predictive Enrichment

• Enrichment:  The selection of patients in whom an 
intervention is more likely to be effective compared 
to an unselected cohort.

• Predictive Enrichment:  The selection of patients in 
whom an intervention is more likely to be effective 
based on a biological mechanism.

• Perhaps patients classified as “SRS1”, “MARS1”, or 
“Endotype A” are the best candidates for immune 
enhancing therapies.

• And in children, we might want to avoid 
corticosteroids among endotype A patients.



Can we identify patients who 
may benefit from corticosteroids using 
prognostic and predictive enrichment?

Prognostic 
Enrichment

Predictive 
Enrichment

“PERSEVERE”:  A multi-biomarker 
stratification tool to assign a baseline 
mortality probability

Endotype A Endotype B

Endotype B patients have higher expression of 
glucocorticoid receptor pathway genes



Endotype B
Intermediate to high 

baseline mortality risk+

>10 fold 
decreased risk for 
poor outcome 
when prescribed 
corticosteroids.
O.R. 0.09
95% CI:  0.01-0.54
P = 0.007

Increased expression of 
GCR genes.
Predictive enrichment

Higher likelihood of 
disease-related event.
Prognostic enrichment

Can we identify patients who 
may benefit from corticosteroids using 
prognostic and predictive enrichment?



Is any of this feasible?

• Diagnostic testing among critically ill patients is 
time sensitive.

• mRNA-based strategies are technically more 
challenging than “traditional” biomarkers.

• Complex expression signatures.

• All three groups have distilled their respective 
strategies to a handful of classifier genes:
• Knight:  7 genes.

• van der Poll:  8 genes.

• Wong:  4 genes.





Endotype A Endotype B

MARS 1 to 4

SRS1 and 2

Thank You


